THIS IS THE TIME
JUNE 14-18

THE Global Keeper of Policy, Science, and Innovation

Where Health and Thoughtful Discourse Meet

Where We Focus on the Future of Health

THESE ARE THE STAKEHOLDERS

650+

7000+

400 Attendees from All Disciplines, Roles, and Product Responsibilities Across 57 Countries

Government Representatives Across 46 Agencies in 20 Countries

Speakers and Presenters from 21 Countries

REGULATORS • INDUSTRY • ACADEMIA • PATIENTS

Driven by purpose and focused on the future of health, the stakeholders and key decision-makers who gather at our Global Annual Meeting advance science and technology for public health impact today, and for generations to come. All changes to the healthcare product development landscape—big data, medical affairs, artificial intelligence, regulatory policy, patient safety, value and access—represent opportunities, but only if they are paired with thoughtful, collaborative solutions.

Innovation is Built into DIA 2020 Through:

DIAmond Sessions

Engage and Exchange Content

Hubs

Concurrent Educational Sessions

Clinical Safety and Pharmacovigilance

Project Management and Strategic Planning

Clinical Trials and Clinical Operations

R&D Quality and Compliance

Data and Data Standards

Regulatory

Medical Affairs and Scientific Communication

Regulatory CMC and Product Quality

Patient Engagement

Statistics

Professional Development

Value and Access

Preclinical Development and Early-Phase Clinical Research

Innovation Theaters

WHERE HEALTH AND THOUGHTFUL DISCOURSE MEET

INNOVATION THROUGH...
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Innovation Theaters

7 Unique Learning Formats

250+ Total Educational Sessions

11 Professional Development Sessions

3 Poster Sessions

24.5M Continuing Education Credits

One-on-One Opportunities to Discover the Next Great Idea

YOUR MOMENT

Share Best Practices Through 13 Exciting Tracks

EXPLORE • LEARN • EXCHANGE

FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE OF HEALTH

EXPLORE • LEARN • EXCHANGE

COLLABORATE • EDUCATE

Solutions Through:

• 24/7 On-Demand Learning

• Collaboration and Debate

• Access

• Silo-Busting

• Neutrality

• Cross-Functionality

Community Round Tables

Innovation Theaters

Poster Sessions

Innovation Theaters

Register Now

DiAglobal.org/DIA2020